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Why Bother? — 

1. The AAP, the AAFP, etc. all recommend continued breastfeeding along with 
complementary foods (solids and family foods) for at least a year. 
 

2. There is nothing magical about a baby’s birthday that suddenly makes breastmilk 
useless nutritionally or immunologically. 

 
3. There is nothing magical about your baby’s birthday that suddenly makes 

breastfeeding useless emotionally. 
 

4. Ideally, children outgrow the need for both breastmilk and breastfeeding in the 
same ways that they outgrow clothes: naturally and without forcing them.  

 
5. Just as not all children outgrow clothes at the same rate, not all children outgrow 

breastfeeding at the same rate. 
 

6. You, as your child’s mother, know her best. 
 

7. I’ve never heard a mother say, “Gee, I wish I’d forced him to wean sooner.” 
 

8. I’ve heard lots of moms say, “Gee, if I’d know then what I know now – that he 
would start --- (getting sick, having ear infections, whatever else)  -- or that 
breastfeeding longer would have lowered my chances of – (heart disease, breast 
cancer, or whatever) – I would have gone MUCH longer!” 

 
9. Longer duration of breastfeeding = lowered risk for mom of heart disease, breast 

cancer, and other “adult” health problems. 
 

10. Breastmilk = liquid love, straight from the heart!   OK, getting mushy here 
because it’s almost Valentine’s Day . . .  

 
11. Point to ponder:  In societies that practice extended breastfeeding (years), there is 

very little to no incidence of “elder abuse.”  Just sayin’. 
 
 

Before Their Birthday  (9-12 months)— 



12. As the birthday approaches, baby will be learning gross motor skills fast and 
furiously.  He may forget to breastfeed as much during the day, then want to make 
up for it with night feeding for a little while. 
 

13. Things usually get back to “the new normal” after the milestone is reached. 
 

14. Teaching children to make healthy food choices is much easier if they’re still 
breastfeeding.  They’re still getting lots of familiar “healthy” flavors in your milk. 

 
15. Babies under a year may have “nursing strikes” in which they suddenly quit 

breastfeeding for a few days, for a specific reason (illness, teething, mom’s new 
perfume), but rarely wean entirely. 

 
16. Moms who aren’t aware that nursing strikes can happen sometimes think the baby 

is self-weaning suddenly. 
 

17. If you pump and keep offering the breast, baby will usually go back after the 
cause is dealt with.  

 

After Their Birthday— 

18. As babies grow, their nutritional needs change, and complementary / family foods 
play a larger role in their diet. 
 

19. There is no magic way of making this transition – no magic amounts of particular 
foods that must be eaten any particular numbers of times per day, or in any 
particular order.   

 
20. Following baby’s cues about amounts and textures is the most natural way to 

make this transition. 
 

21. Eventually, when baby has a full set of teeth (around 2years old), he’ll be able to 
eat pretty much the same things as everybody else in the family.  (Just remember 
to avoid choking hazards until after age 3.) 

 
22. Gradually, breastfeeding becomes less about the milk and more about the 

bonding.  This happens with some feedings before others. 
 

23. Ideally, this process happens so slowly that mom doesn’t get full or 
uncomfortable. 

 
24. It’s OK to set limits on breastfeeding with older babies – “rules” such as only 

feeding at home or in the car, or only at certain times of day or in certain 
situations, help your child learn about loving relationships in which both parties 
respect each other’s needs. 

 



25. Breastfeeding is one way to help a busy toddler recharge her emotional as well as 
physical batteries.   
 

26. It also helps Mom recharge emotional batteries after a busy day of caring for a 
very active toddler! 

 
27. The “Terrible Two’s” aren’t so terrible if you still have this calming tool in your 

mothering toolbox. 
 

28. Breastfeeding at the end of a long day of exploring the world around them still 
makes a toddler feel safe and secure. 

 
29. As baby gets older, mom’s milk supply becomes less in volume, but more 

concentrated in immunologic “goodies”. 
 

30. When to introduce other milks depends on baby’s allergy history and personal 
preference. 

 
31. Supply also becomes much more flexible regarding frequency of feedings. 

 
32. You may want to have a “code word” for breastfeeding after your toddler learns 

to talk! 
 

33. Anytime baby gets sick, you’ll be thankful he’s still breastfeeding.   It’s great to 
know you can comfort and give both nutrition and valuable immunologic factors 
at the same time.   

 
34. Many illnesses are shortened considerably if your toddler is still breastfeeding. 

 
35. Many are much less severe because you’re still breastfeeding. 

 
36. Your supply may increase considerably during times of illness because baby 

breastfeeds more often.  If your milk is the only thing he can keep down, it’s nice 
to know that can happen! 

 
 

 
What if you get pregnant again? 
 

37. It is possible to get pregnant while breastfeeding, if baby is older than six months 
or has begun taking other foods or you have started having menstrual cycles 
again.   
 

38. Breastfeed long enough, and all three of those will happen.  The longer you 
breastfeed, the less likely your milk supply will be affected by starting birth 
control pills. 



 
39. The longer your duration of lactational amenorrhea, the more likely you are to 

begin ovulating before you have a period. 
 

40. If you do get pregnant again while still breastfeeding, you don’t necessarily have 
to force your child to wean immediately. 

 
41. Medical studies indicate that as long as mother is well nourished and well 

hydrated, she can make “good” milk and continue a healthy pregnancy.   
 

42. Nursing through pregnancy and tandem nursing the older child and the newborn 
sibling is quite common in many cultures. 

 
43. Each mother should make the decision that is best for herself and her children, but 

be sure to get information, not just opinion! 
 

44. There are some pregnancy complications that may make weaning advisable:  
preterm labor, bleeding, or others.   

 
45. If you do decide to continue nursing through pregnancy, you may notice that your 

nipples become sore again, due to pregnancy hormones. 
 

46. For one-third of mothers nursing during pregnancy, milk production slows down; 
for one-third, it stays the same, and for one-third, it actually increases slightly! 

 
47. Verbal toddlers that nurse through their mother’s subsequent pregnancy 

sometimes report that the taste of the milk changes. 
 

48. Some older babies and toddlers may self-wean during subsequent pregnancy 
because of this. 

 
49. They may also want to try again after the new baby arrives.  Some will remember 

how to latch and suckle.  Some may not, but will get a good laugh from trying!  
 

50. Some may suddenly announce that Mommy’s milk is for the baby now. 
 

51. For the older siblings that choose to continue, tandem nursing is a wonderful way 
to teach sharing. 

 
52.  The total amount of milk made will actually be increased by the amount the 

toddler drinks. 
 

53. Many mothers who’ve tandem nursed feel that this sharing lessens potential 
sibling rivalry. 

 
 



 
Bottom Line(s)— 

 
54. Deciding how long to keep breastfeeding is a very personal decision, especially 

for the baby! 
 

55. Most other cultures around the world count breastfeeding duration in years + 
months, rather than weeks or only months.   

 
56. However long you breastfeed, it’s still a very special bond! 

 
 
 
 
 
Resources: 
 
Adventures in Tandem Nursing 
Mothering Your Nursing Toddler 
How Weaning Happens 

 

 


